Modelling with constructive backpropagation.
Neural network methods have proven to be powerful tools in modelling of nonlinear processes. One crucial part of modelling is the training phase where the model parameters are adjusted so that the model performs the desired operation as well as possible. Besides parameter estimation, an important problem is to select a suitable model structure. With a bad structure we potentially run into problems like underfitting, overfitting or wasting computational resources. One approach for structure learning is to use constructive methods, where training begins with minimal structure, and then more parameters are added when needed according to some predefined rule. This kind of constructive solution has also become more attractive in neural networks literature where one of the most well known constructive techniques is cascade-correlation (CC) learning. Inspired by CC we propose and study a similar technique called constructive backpropagation (CBP). We show that CBP is computationally just as efficient as the CC algorithm even though we need to backpropagate the error through no more than one hidden layer. Further, CBP has the same constructive benefits as CC, but in addition CBP benefits from simpler implementation and the ability to utilize stochastic optimization routines. Moreover, we show how CBP can be extended to allow addition of multiple new units simultaneously and how it can be used to perform continuous automatic structure adaptation. This includes both addition and deletion of units. The performance of CBP learning is studied with time series modelling experiments which demonstrate that CBP can provide significantly better modelling capabilities compared to CC learning.